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Linton Park Pension Scheme (2011) 

Implementation Statement 

This is the Implementation Statement prepared by the Trustee of the Linton Park Pension Scheme (2011) (“the 

Scheme”) and sets out: 

• How the Trustee’s policies on exercising rights (including voting rights) and engagement have been 

followed over the year.  

• The voting behaviour of the Trustee, or that undertaken on their behalf, over the year to 30 June 2021. 

• How the Trustee has followed the Statement of Investment Principles (“SIP”) over the year. 

How voting and engagement policies have been followed 

The Scheme’s Defined Benefit (“DB”) section invests entirely in pooled funds. The Defined Contribution (“DC”) 

section assets are held with Royal London who in turn invest the assets in pooled funds. Therefore the Trustee 

delegates responsibility for carrying out voting and engagement activities to their fund managers.  

The Trustee believes that ESG factors are financially material – that is, they have the potential to impact the value 

of the investments from time to time. The Trustee has received and reviewed voting information and engagement 

policies from their asset managers to ensure alignment with their own policies in the preparation of this 

statement. The Trustee also received and reviewed a report from their investment consultants that summarised 

the approaches taken by the investment managers. The Trustee meets with the managers from time to time and 

discussions include the managers’ engagement and voting activity where relevant. 

The Trustee considered ESG, voting and engagement issues when reviewing the DC strategy to ensure that they 

are appropriately taken into account given the asset classes involved. Given the DB strategy changes over the 

accounting year involved de-risking into UK government bonds, these considerations were not considered 

relevant (as the Trustee does not believe there is scope for ESG issues to improve risk-adjusted returns within the 

Scheme’s gilt holdings regardless of whether they are actively or passively managed). 

The Trustee considers it to be part of their investment managers’ roles to assess and monitor how the companies 

in which they are investing are managing developments in ESG related issues, and in particular climate risk, across 

the relevant parts of the capital structure for each of the companies in which the managers invest on behalf of 

the Scheme. 

The Trustee was satisfied that the managers’ policies were reasonable and no further remedial action was required 

during the period. Having reviewed the above in accordance with their policies, the Trustee is comfortable the 

actions of the fund managers are in alignment with the Scheme’s stewardship policies.  

Data Limitations 

Where information is not included in this statement, it has been requested but was not provided in a useable 

format by the investment managers. The Trustee and their investment consultants are working with the managers 

to improve the availability and quality of information included in future statements. 
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Voting undertaken on behalf of the Trustee 

Voting only applies to equities held in the portfolio. The Scheme’s equity investments within the DB and DC 

sections are held in pooled funds. The use of pooled funds means that there is limited scope for the Trustee to 

influence voting, which is carried out by the fund managers on behalf of the Trustee. 

The DB Scheme’s equity investments are managed by Baillie Gifford, BlackRock, BNY Mellon and Fundsmith. The 

DC Scheme’s equity investments are managed by RLAM and BlackRock. The table on the next page provides a 

summary of the voting activity undertaken by each manager during the year to 30 June 2021. 
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Some voting percentages quoted above may not sum to 100%.  Managers’ assure us that this is due to classifications of votes and abstentions 

both internally and across different jurisdictions. 

The BlackRock ACS Global Blend Fund consists of two underlying BlackRock equity funds – the ACS UK Equity Tracker Fund and the ACS 

World ex UK Equity Tracker Fund. 

*While Baillie Gifford are cognisant of proxy advisers’ voting recommendations, all client voting decisions are made in-house. As such, Baillie 

Gifford do not report proxy voting figures.

Manager 
Baillie 

Gifford 
BlackRock 

BNY 

Mellon 
Fundsmith BlackRock  RLAM 

Fund name 

UK and 

Worldwide 

Equity Fund 

BIJF 

Dynamic 

Diversified 

Growth 

Fund 

Real 

Return 

Fund 

Equity Fund 

ACS Global Blend Fund 

Aquila 

Consensus 

Fund 

All RLAM 

Funds ACS UK 

Equity 

Tracker Fund 

ACS World ex 

UK Equity 

Tracker Fund 

Structure  Pooled 

Ability to influence 

voting behaviour of 

manager  

The pooled fund structure means that there is limited scope for the Trustee to influence the manager’s voting 

behaviour. 

Number of company 

meetings the manager 

was eligible to vote at 

over the year 

198 995 115 29 821 2,034 5,572 
Not 

Available 

Number of resolutions 

the manager was eligible 

to vote on over the year 

2,616 12,343 1,585 471 11,089 24,015 60,893 28,992 

% of resolutions the 

manager voted on  
100.0% 100.0% 98.6% 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 99.9% 99.6% 

% of resolutions the 

manager abstained from, 

as a % of all resolutions 

voted on 

0.7% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.4% 1.9% 1.2% 

% of resolutions voted 

with management, as a 

% of all resolutions 

voted on  

98.0% 92.9% 84.8% 93.6% 94.1% 92.1% 91.9% 86.0% 

% of resolutions voted 

against management, as 

a % of all resolutions 

voted on 

1.3% 6.2% 15.2% 6.4% 5.6% 7.6% 8.1% 12.8% 

% of resolutions voted 

contrary to the 

recommendation of the 

proxy advisor 

n/a* 0.11% 11.6% n/a 0.0% 0.3% 0.8% 9.7% 

Proxy advisor(s) used 
ISS & Glass 

Lewis 
ISS ISS None ISS ISS ISS 

Glass 

Lewis 
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Significant votes 

The Trustee has delegated to the investment managers to define what a “significant vote” is. A summary of the 

data they have provided is set out below. The examples shown have been chosen to demonstrate as far as possible 

the range of issues on which the manager voted. 

Baillie Gifford UK & Worldwide Equity Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name 
Galaxy Entertainment Group Ltd Rio Tinto Plc 

Euromoney Institutional Investor 

Plc 

Date of vote 13 May 2021 9 April 2021 11 February 2021 

Approximate size of fund's 

holding as at the date of the 

vote (as % of portfolio) 

0.25% 2.5% 0.3% 

Summary of the resolution Approve incentive plan Approve remuneration report Amendment of share capital 

How the manager voted Against Against For 

If the vote was against 

management, did the manager 

communicate their intent to 

the company ahead of the 

vote? 

No Yes n/a 

Rationale for the voting 

decision 
The manager opposed the 

proposed Share Option Scheme 

due to poor disclosure and the 

conflict of having plan 

administrators eligible to 

participate in the plan. 

Baillie Gifford opposed the 

decisions made regarding 

executive severance payments 

and the vesting of long-term 

incentive awards, specifically the 

timing and use of bonus 

deductions. 

Baillie Gifford previously 

opposed the authority to issue 

two-thirds of issued share capital 

with pre-emption rights. 

However, to provide companies 

with additional flexibility in the 

current market environment, they 

have supported the higher level 

of issuance authority this year. 

Outcome of the vote Resolution passed (78% voted 

for) 
Resolution passed Resolution passed 

Implications of the outcome After the vote, Baillie Gifford 

encouraged the company to 

improve disclosure of how 

performance and awards are 

calculated. 

The manager communicated 

their decision with the company. 

The manager will consider if it is 

appropriate to revert to their 

usual approach going forwards. 

Criteria on which the vote is 

considered “significant”  

The vote received significant 

dissent with greater than 20% 

opposition. 

The manager was opposed on 

remuneration. 

The manager deviated from their 

usual approach. 
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BlackRock Dynamic Diversified Growth Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name The Procter & Gamble Company Chr. Hansen Holding A/S Woodside Petroleum Ltd. 

Date of vote 13 October 2020 25 November 2020 15 April 2021 

Approximate size of fund's 

holding as at the date of the 

vote (as % of portfolio) 

BlackRock did not provide this data. 

Summary of the resolution 

Approve report on efforts to 

eliminate deforestation 

Instruct board to assess the 

company’s ability to publish tax 

reporting in line with Global 

Reporting Initiative's  Standard 

Elect Christopher Haynes as 

Director 

How the manager voted For For Against 

If the vote was against 

management, did the manager 

communicate their intent to 

the company ahead of the 

vote? 

BlackRock did not provide this data. 

Rationale for the voting 

decision 
Upon engagement with the 

company, BlackRock decided to 

support the shareholder. 

BlackRock considers the 

assessment to be in the best 

interest of the shareholders. 

The company did not meet 

BlackRock’s standards of climate 

risk disclosures against the 4 

pillars of TCFD, nor having 

adequate Scope 3 metrics and 

targets. 

Outcome of the vote Resolution passed Resolution passed Resolution passed 

Implications of the outcome BlackRock did not provide this data. 

Criteria on which the vote is 

considered “significant”  
BlackRock did not provide this data. 
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BNY Mellon Real Return Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name AstraZeneca Plc Zurich Insurance Group AG Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 

Date of vote 11 May 2021 7 April 2021 29 April 2021 

Approximate size of fund's 

holding as at the date of the 

vote (as % of portfolio) 

1.45% 1.03% 1.02% 

Summary of the resolution(s) Approval of remuneration policy 

and election of remuneration 

committee members 

Transact “Other Business” 
Provide shareholder right to act 

by written consent 

How the manager voted Against Against For 

If the vote was against 

management, did the manager 

communicate their intent to 

the company ahead of the 

vote? 

No No Yes 

Rationale for the voting 

decision 

The manager felt that the 

company had not provided the 

necessary justification for the 

significant increase in the 

variable pay awards that were 

granted to senior executives. 

No details were provided in 

advance as to what “other 

business” related to, so the 

manager voted against the 

resolution. 

The manager the resolution 

which would enhance 

shareholder rights, providing the 

means to raise issues outside 

AGMs. It is also aligned with US 

best practice. 

Outcome of the vote All resolutions passed, however 

several had almost 40% 

opposition. 

Not reported Resolution did not pass 

Implications of the outcome 

Since almost 40% of votes were 

against pay proposals, the 

company is expected to consult 

with shareholders to determine 

and address underlying concerns. 

This resolution is routinely 

proposed by Swiss companies. 

The manager will continue to 

vote against its approval when 

no comfort is provided as to the 

nature of matters that may be 

raised and approved. 

The near-majority support for the 

shareholder proposal should not 

be ignored by the company. 

Human capital management will 

continue to be an area for 

engagement. 

Criteria on which the vote is 

considered “significant”  
High level of shareholder dissent. 

This vote gave an insight into the 

Swiss market and its approach to 

protecting the interest of 

minority investors. 

The vote attracted a high level of 

shareholder support. 
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Fundsmith Equity Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name Diageo Plc Nike Johnson & Johnson 

Date of vote 28 September 2020 17 September 2020 22 April 2021 

Approximate size of fund's 

holding as at the date of the 

vote (as % of portfolio) 

2.1% 2.4% 2.3% 

Summary of the resolution(s) 

Approve remuneration policy 

Shareholder proposal 

encouraging increased political 

contribution disclosure 

Elect an independent chair of the 

board 

How the manager voted Against For For 

If the vote was against 

management, did the manager 

communicate their intent to 

the company ahead of the 

vote? 

Yes No No 

Rationale for the voting 

decision 
The company's remuneration 

policy goes against the 

manager’s preferences. 

The manager believed that 

increased disclosure was the best 

decision for the company's long 

term performance. 

The manager voted for this 

resolution given that 

independent board members 

helps to ensure that governance 

decisions avoid conflicts of 

interest. 

Outcome of the vote Resolution passed Resolution did not pass Resolution did not pass 

Implications of the outcome 
Fundsmith continues to engage 

with the company and hopes 

they will incorporate a returns-

based measure in their incentive 

plan. 

Not reported 

The manager will continue to 

support the appointment of 

independent board members, 

and if unsuccessful, Fundsmith 

will engage with the company to 

understand their position. 

Criteria on which the vote is 

considered “significant”  

The remuneration policy is 

potentially material to long-

term performance. 

This vote focused on an issue the 

manager believes is significant 

Board independence is 

potentially material to long-term 

performance. 
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Royal London Asset Management 

The Scheme has equity exposure with Royal London via a small allocation to emerging market equities within the 

ACS Global Blend Fund. The following data provided by Royal London is at manager (not fund) level.  

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name Wizz Air Holdings plc Adidas Amazon.com Inc. 

Date of vote 28 July 2020 11 August 2020 RLAM did not provide this data 

Summary of the 

resolution 
Approve remuneration report 

Approve acts of management and 

supervisory board members during 

the previous financial year 

A number of shareholder resolutions 

calling for increased disclosure on a 

range of issues 

How the manager 

voted 
Against Against 

1. Voted against proposal for 

disclosure of viewpoint 

discrimination 

2. Abstained from proposal for a 

community impact report 

3. Abstained from proposal for 

the introduction of a human 

rights impact assessment 

If the vote was against 

management, did the 

manager communicate 

their intent to the 

company ahead of the 

vote? 

RLAM did not provide this data 

Rationale for the 

voting decision 

While the company’s CEO took 

salary reductions during the first 

lockdown of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the proposal applied 

upwards discretion to the annual 

bonus. The manager felt this bonus 

was inappropriate given the wider 

employee and shareholder 

experience in the months prior to 

the vote. 

RLAM voted against the approval of 

management acts as the company 

has failed to address diversity and 

inclusion issues in both its 

advertising and its workforce. The 

company has also received public 

and employee backlash for these 

concerns. 

1. RLAM believed that the 

company’s reliance on an 

exclusion list of potentially 

controversial charities for its 

AmazonSmile foundation was 

reasonable. 

2. The manager recognised steps 

taken by the company to 

reduce its impact on the 

environment and local 

communities. 

3. The company had already 

committed to an enterprise-

wide assessment of its supply 

chain 

Outcome of the vote 
Resolution did not pass (51.6% of 

shareholders opposed) 
RLAM did not provide this data RLAM did not provide this data 

Implications of the 

outcome 

Concerns with the arrangements 

were voiced to the company by 

shareholders. 

The manager continues to monitor 

the company and will consider 

escalating the vote to individual 

board members if these concerns 

persist.  

RLAM will continue to apply pressure 

to the company to ensure progress 

is made on these issues. 

Criteria on which the 

vote is considered 

“significant”  

RLAM did not provide this data 
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BlackRock ACS Global Blend 

 ACS UK Equity Tracker Fund ACS World ex UK Equity Tracker Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 1 Vote 2 

Company name BP Plc BP Plc Daimler AG Volkswagen AG 

Date of vote 12 May 2021 12 May 2021 8 July 2021 30 September 2020 

Summary of the resolution 

Approve Shareholder 

Resolution on Climate 

Change Targets 

Authorise UK Political 

Donations and 

Expenditure 

Amend the majority 

requirement for passing 

resolutions at General 

Meetings 

Elect Hussain Abdulla to 

the Supervisory Board 

How the manager voted For For Against Against 

If the vote was against 

management, did the manager 

communicate their intent to 

the company ahead of the 

vote? 

BlackRock did not provide this data. 

Rationale for the voting 

decision 

The manager noted the 

company's efforts to 

date, but they believe 

that the proposal may 

accelerate the 

company's progress on 

climate risk 

management. 

BlackRock did not 

provide this data. 

The manager opposed 

this resolution as they 

believed it had the 

potential to weaken 

shareholder rights 

significantly. 

BlackRock voted against 

this resolution as it 

would result in the 

director becoming non-

independent on an 

inadequately 

independent board. 

Outcome of the vote Resolution did not pass Resolution passed Resolution passed Resolution passed 

Implications of the outcome BlackRock did not provide this data. 

Criteria on which the vote is 

considered “significant”  
BlackRock did not provide this data. 
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BlackRock Aquila Consensus Fund 

 Vote 1 Vote 2 Vote 3 

Company name Daimler AG AGL Energy Limited The Proctor & Gamble Company 

Date of vote 8 July 2020 7 October 2020 13 October 2020 

Summary of the 

resolution 

Elect Timotheus Hoettges to the 

Supervisory Board 
Approve coal closure dates 

Publish an annual report assessing 

Diversity and Inclusion efforts 

How the manager 

voted 
Against For Against 

If the vote was against 

management, did the 

manager communicate 

their intent to the 

company ahead of the 

vote? 

BlackRock did not provide this data 

Rationale for the 

voting decision 

BlackRock believe Hoettges is 

serving on an excessive number of 

public company boards which raises 

substantial concerns about the 

director's ability to exercise sufficient 

oversight on this board. 

BlackRock are supportive of the 

company's efforts to date on ESG 

and climate-related issues.  

The company already has policies in 

place to address these issues. 

Outcome of the vote Resolution passed Resolution withdrawn Resolution did not pass 

Implications of the 

outcome 
BlackRock did not provide this data 

Criteria on which the 

vote is considered 

“significant”  

BlackRock did not provide this data 
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Fund level engagement 

The investment managers may engage with their investee companies on behalf of the Trustee. Whilst the 

Scheme’s bond holdings do not attach any voting rights, the Trustee focuses on how the investment process and 

profile of the managers is aligned with the Scheme’s ESG policies. 

The tables below provides a summary of the engagement activity undertaken by Baillie Gifford, BlackRock, BNY 

Mellon, Fundsmith, M&G and RLAM during the year at a firm level. 

Manager Baillie Gifford BlackRock BNY Mellon 

Fund name(s) 

 
UK and Worldwide Equity Fund 

BIJF Dynamic 

Diversified 

Growth Fund 

ACS Global 

Blend 

Aquila 

Consensus 
Real Return Fund 

Does the manager 

perform engagement 

on behalf of  the 

holdings of the fund(s) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Has the manager 

engaged with 

companies to influence 

them in relation to ESG 

factors in the year? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of 

engagements 

undertaken on behalf 

of the holdings in the 

fund(s) in the year 

142 944 

ACS UK Equity 

Tracker Fund: 

3,053 

3,116 71 
ACS World ex 

UK Equity 

Tracker Fund: 

1,675 

Number of 

engagements 

undertaken at a firm 

level in the year 

3,030 9,270 204 

Number of companies 

the manager engaged 

with at a firm level 

during the year 

Not provided Not provided 143 

Examples of 

engagements 

undertaken at a firm 

level in the year 

Experian plc – engaged on data 

security and privacy, following 

the South African division 

experiencing a fraudulent 

capture of data in Q3 2020 

Tesla Inc. – invited to provide 

feedback and suggestions for 

the company’s impact report. 

The manager encouraged more 

detail to be provided on 

operational emissions, reduction 

strategies and health & safety 

data. 

BlackRock did not provide specific 

engagement examples for either fund. 

 

Their high level engagement topics include: 

Company voting structure, Remuneration, 

Worker health and safety, Human rights, and 

Waste management. 

BNY Mellon did not 

provide specific 

engagement examples. 

 

Their high level 

engagement topics 

include: Supply chains, 

Climate change, Human 

capital management, 

Compensation, and 

Diversity. 
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Manager Fundsmith M&G M&G RLAM 

Fund name(s) 

 
Equity Fund 

All Stocks Corporate 

Bond Fund 

UK Fixed Interest Fund; 

and  

UK Index Linked Fund 

All DC Funds 

Does the manager 

perform engagement 

on behalf of  the 

holdings of the 

fund(s) 

Yes Yes 
No (invest solely in 

government bonds) 
Yes 

Has the manager 

engaged with 

companies to 

influence them in 

relation to ESG factors 

in the year? 

Yes Yes 
No (invest solely in 

government bonds) 
Yes 

Number of 

engagements 

undertaken on behalf 

of the holdings in the 

fund(s) in the year 

74 14 n/a Not provided 

Number of 

engagements 

undertaken at a firm 

level in the year 

230 Not provided n/a 413 

Number of companies 

the manager engaged 

with at a firm level 

during the year 

87 Not provided n/a Over 200 companies 

Examples of 

engagements 

undertaken at a firm 

level in the year 

McCormick – engaged 

on the steps taken to 

reduce the climate 

change risk to the 

company’s supply chain 

and reduce their 

environmental impact. 

 

Coloplast – engaged on 

their remuneration policy 

and potential failure to 

support long-term 

performance. 

Engie – requested that 

the company disclose 

its plans for the period 

post-2030 for its Net 

Zero by 2045 target. 

 

Experian plc - 

discussed concerns 

around reports of an 

investigation into data 

usage, as well as a data 

breach in South Africa. 

n/a 

RLAM did not provide 

specific engagement 

examples. 

 

Their high level 

engagement topics 

include: Climate risk, 

Governance, Circular 

economy, Innovation, 

Diversity, and 

Social/Financial inclusion 
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How the SIP has been followed over the year 

In the Trustee’s opinion, the SIP has been followed over the year in the following ways: 

• The Trustee monitored the performance of the strategy, asset allocation and investment managers/funds 

to ensure that these remain appropriate. Their investment consultants provided updates at Investment 

Sub-Committee (“ISC”) meetings to assist with this process. This includes quarterly monitoring reports 

for the DB section and six-monthly reports for the DC section. The Trustee receives on the Employer 

Covenant at Trustee meetings in order to monitor this over time. 

• The Trustee reviews the appropriateness of the investment strategy on an ongoing basis and conducts 

formal strategy reviews at least once every three years. An investment strategy review of the DB section 

was conducted over late 2020 and into 2021, with some changes made to the strategy already with others 

implemented after the accounting year-end. The employer was consulted prior to amending the strategy. 

• The DC section offers a suitable default strategy for members. In the review of the DC strategy concluded 

in 2021, the Trustee deemed the default strategy was appropriate to continue meeting the Trustee’s 

objectives.  

• The DC section offers a range of self-select fund options, which give members a reasonable choice from 

which to select their own strategy. In the review of the DC strategy concluded in 2021, the Trustee deemed 

the self-select options were reasonable in meeting the Trustee’s objectives. 

• The Trustee considered ESG, voting and engagement issues when reviewing the DC strategy to ensure 

that they are appropriately taken into account given the asset classes involved. Given the DB strategy 

changes over the accounting year involved de-risking into UK government bonds, these considerations 

were not considered relevant (as the Trustee does not believe there is scope for ESG issues to improve 

risk-adjusted returns within the Scheme’s gilt holdings, regardless of whether they are actively or 

passively managed). 

• The Trustee has a policy of meeting its investment managers from time to time to monitor performance 

and mitigate manager risk. During the year, the Scheme’s Investment Subcommittee (“ISC”) met with 

Baillie Gifford (May 2021) to receive an update on recent performance, as well as how ESG and 

stewardship are integrated into the UK & Worldwide Equity Fund.  The ISC also met with RLAM (February 

2021) to receive an update on the DC section including investment strategy and their policies relating to 

ESG, voting, engagement and climate risk. 

• The Trustee held the view that the funds invested in by both the DB and DC sections were managed over 

the year in accordance with their views on financially material factors.  

• The Trustee, via the ISC, received voting and engagement information from the Scheme’s managers, 

collated by its investment consultants, including the information in this statement. The Trustee was 

satisfied that the managers’ policies were reasonable and no further remedial action was required during 

the period. The Trustee monitors the investment managers’ approach to ESG and climate related risks via 

an annual report from its investment consultants. The first report was provided with an effective date of 

31 March 2021. 

• The SIP is reviewed alongside any changes to underlying funds or investment strategy (and at least every 

three years). The SIP was last updated in September 2020 to reflect new regulation in relation to 

documenting manager arrangements and providing an extended stewardship policy. The SIP was 

previously reviewed in September 2019 to reflect new regulatory requirements around documenting 
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policies around financially material factors including ESG and climate risk. A further review is in progress 

to reflect recent changes to the investment strategy, which were ongoing at 30 June 2020. 

• The Trustee made no new manager appointments over the year. 

 

Prepared by the Trustee of the Linton Park Pension Scheme (2011)  

November 2021 


